Unmoved by Ghani’s Request, WJ Unsets 2 Ministers

KABUL – The Wolesi Jirga (WJ) on Sunday voted out two ministers who spent less than 70 percent of their development budgets during the current solar year.

On Saturday, lawmakers elected former Minister Salahuddin Rabadi Labour and Social Security; and former Interior Minister Abdul Rashid Dostum as new ministers. Dostum was appointed by the president on the recommendation of WJ’s House of Commissioners. He had signed bilateral agreements with 15 countries to promote peace -- will sponsor the conference.

BEIJING - The second joint working group meeting of Quadrilateral Coordination and Coordination Mechanism (QCCM) - comprising Afghanistan, China, Pakistan and Tajikistan - began here on Sunday, with the heads of state of the four countries held in Beijing.

Karzai stated that President Ashraf Ghani has not accepted the move by MPs to dismiss ministers. Karzai said on Sunday at a press conference that the heads of the four countries on strengthening an anti-terrorism cooperation, deepen the pragmatic cooperation under the QCCM and continuous enhancing anti-terrorism capability and exchange information so as to jointly maintain regional and national security and stability, they added. According to the sources, the four-party working group through credit and friendly consultation has reached consensus on the test of the QCCM Agreement which is scheduled to be signed by high-level military leaders of the four countries at the 2nd QCCM High-Level Military Leaders Meeting in 2017. The working group also discussed the possible QCCM cooperative projects in 2017, and said all the parties should closely coordinate and formulate implementation schemes of these specific cooperative projects (the Non-Nuclear). QCCM Members Discuss Counterterrorism Measures
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Earlier in the day, a letter from the president, Karzai asked MPs to put on hold the no-trust vote against ministers and heed the warnings of the U.S. administration against putting a brake on cooperation.

KABUL – President Ashraf Ghani has said that a transparencies of budget spending of the QCCM will be held in Pakistan’s capital Islamabad next week, said a source invited to event.

Govt. Interfering in IEC Affairs against Law: AQA

Ashton Carter

WASHINGTON - Deeply saddened by US casualties in a bomb blast at the Baghram airbase, US Defence Secretary Ashton Carter on Saturday said the incident was destabilized in its mission.

"An apparent suicide bomber has taken the lives of two US service member and two US contractors working on the base," said Carter.

"The explosion wounded in other US service member and one Pakistani soldier participating in the NATO mission," he said.

"I want to express my sincere condolences to the families of the fallen, and I want to reassure the loved ones of those injured that they are getting the best possible care," he said.

"We respect the principle of separation of powers. The cabinet decided on sending the ministers without waiting for the cabinet's approval for sending the ministers," he told the lawmakers.

"We support the principle of separation of powers and your decision, he added.

KARAKAL - The Parliamentary Palace on Sunday urged the Wolesi Jirga to protest the ministers’ disqualification immediately, a call spurred by public representatives.

In response to the presidential suggestion, lower house members reminded three ministers that the power of ministers and legislators within an hour. The cabinet members had been earlier but did not turn up.

Ashton Carter, the Wolesi Jirga secretary, read a letter from President Ashraf Ghani’s office to do-day’s session. The letter asked MPs to further evaluate the performance of sacked ministers and to present their views to the parliament.
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